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The verticalgeomagnetic
cutoffsfor cosmic-ray
protonsare presentedfor sevendifferent
energyintervalsbetween1.2 and 39 Mev. Thesedata, representing
approximately160passes
throughthe cutoff,weretakenduring1967and 1968,between408-and912-kmaltitude,during
times of K• < 1+. Thesepassesprovidenearly an order of magnitudemore data duringgeomagneticallyquiet timesthan have beenpreviouslyreportedat even one of theseenergies.
In addition, the energyresolutionof the instrumentwas significantlybetter than that of
previousinstruments.With thesedata, we find that the measuredinvariantlatitudesfor the
cutoffs are 3 ø to 5ø below previous calculations.We were unable to find any correlation
of these observationswith any physical phenomenon,including DST or the sun-earth-dipole

angle.HoweVer,thesedata do indicatethat evenduring'quiet'timesthere are temporal
changesin the geomagneticfield that causethe cutoff to fluctuateby 1* to 2ø.

The geomagnetic
fieldallowschargedcosmic- form local time coverage,and almost an order
ray particles
to reachthe earthoveronlylimited of magnitude more passesthrough the cutoff
regions,the extentof theseregionsbeingdeter- than were previouslyavailablefor K• < 1*. For
mined by the rigidity of the particle. For ex- morehistoricalperspective,seethe reviewarticle
ample,protonswith energiesof ,•10 My are by Hoffman and Sauer [1968], and the recent
able to penetrateto the earth only over the experimentalpaperby Flindt [1970].
polar caps,whereasthoseof ,•18 Gv may be
INSTRUMENTATION
verticallyincidentat the surfaceanywhere.In
principle,at least,it is possible
to determine The da•a presentedhere were obtainedby
theseaccessregionsfor any givengeomagnetic means of the joint cosmic-rayexperiment of
the University of Chicago and the California
Institute of Technologyon the polar orbiting
satelliteOgo 4. Apogeealtitude for this satellite
was 908 km, perigeealtitude was 412 km, and
orbital inclinationwas 86ø. In normaloperation,
calculations[Taylor, 1967; Smart et al. 1969], data were recordedand playedback eachorbit;
both taking into accountthe magnetictail of telemetry from this experiment (experiment8)
the earth, come closerto explainingthe low- was scheduledfor alternate two-day intervals
energyparticleobservations
than haveprevious from launch on July 28, 1967, until the second
calculations.
Comparisonof observations
with tape recorderfailed on January 19, 1969.
thesetwo calculations,which would implicitly
Figure 1 providesa schematiccrosssectionof
checkthe field modelsemployed,was the im- the detector,which was mountedon the spacepetusfor the analysis
described
in thispaper.
craft so as to alwayspoint vertically away from
The experimentreportedhere is a signifi- the earth. Protonsarriving within 30ø of vertical
cant improvementover previousexperiments. and having an energybetween 1.2 and 39 Mev
This improvementresulted from increased•wereacceptedfor analysis.Protonsoutsidethis
energyand angular resolution,time coverage 30ø angle,or with more than 39 Mev of energy,
extendingfor more than a year, nearly uni- were rejected by the anticoincidencecup
Primarily becauseof energy lossin the Mylar
x Nbw at Jet PropulsionLaboratory,Pasadena,
window,protonsof lessthan 1.2 Mev failed to
California
91103.
depositenoughenergyto exceedthe discriminator
Copyright¸ 1972 by the American GeophysicalUnion.
threshold on D•. Pulse-height analysis (256

field modeland particlerigidity.

In practice,such determinations
are made
numericallyby tracing the trajectoriesof partides of the givenrigiditybut oppositecharge
upwardfrom the pointin question.
Two such
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'cutoff' as it will be called hereafter), the data
near the cutoff were displayedas shownin Figure 3. In this figure, the abscissaprovidesuniversal time, the magnetic equatorial time
(MET), and invariant latitude (A) of the
spacecraft.Invariant latitude wasobtainedfrom
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Magnetic equatorial time of the satellite is
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•J
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dipoleequatorand the line of forceon whichthe
/'
satelliteis located.Unlessotherwisestated,MET
and L were calculatedin a field consistingof the
vector sum of the GSFC 1966 field [Cain et al.,
I
1967] and the Mead external field [Mead, 1964].
•J•. 1, Schematic oross-motJo•M•Je• of the
Use of this particular field model and of MET,
•erQcal p•rtJc]e telescopeo• OEo •. •he
rather than the more conventional magnetic
coincidence scintillatot b surrounded b• 1•8 m•/
cm• of ma•esJum. Dz •d D• both have dep]etJo• local time (MLT), will be justified later in this
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channels)of D• and a discriminatorflag bit on
D, made it possibleto differentiate between
protonsandhigherZ nucleiaboveabout10 Mev,
as can be seenin the responsecurve shownin
Figure 2. Althoughin principlehigher Z nuclei
couldcontaminatethe protonresponsefrom 1.2
to 10 Mev, such contaminationproved to be
negligible.Furthermore,while electronsnominally fell below the D• threshold,there was a
certain probability for electrons to deposit
sufficientenergyin D• to exceedthis threshold,
eitherby meansof scattering,bremsstrahlung,
or
pulsepileup. However,both spectralanalysisof
the 'apparentproton' fluxesand comparisonof
the D•/)3 and the D,D,1)3 count rates indicate
that this contaminationwaslessthan 15% of the
flux in the lowest energy bin for typical flares
[Evans,1971]. Laboratory calibrationswith an
electron beam [Lupronand Stone, 1972] and
spectralanalysisof the 'apparentproton'fluxes

paper.

The bottom half of Figure 3 consists
of a scatter
plot of D1 pulse height versustime for the two

logicgroups,D•/)•/)s and D•D•i)•. Each individual pulse-heightanalysisobtainedduring this
particular pass was plotted as a point and was
also assignedto one of the energy bins, as is
indicatedby the scaledivisionson the ordinate
(refer to Table I for the characteristicsof these
bins). Cumulative counts in each of these bins
were also plotted in the upper half of the figure.
The cutoff for a given bin was definedas that
latitude

at which the rate in that bin was one-

half the polar rate (i.e., where the slopeof the
correspondingcumulative rate plot was onehalf its maximum). In practice,becauseof the
sharpnessof the cutoff,this particular definition
was not at all critical to the results. As an illus-

tration, on the cumulative plot of each bin in
Figure 3 an arrow marks the place where the
cutoff was declaredto occur. Usually this demarcation

could be located at a rather unam-

biguouschangein slope.I-Iowever,the behavior
completelynegligibleoutsidethe lowest energy of bins I and 4 is more complex.The initial rise
bin. Shownin Figure 2, and also tabulated in in bin 1 resulted from the 15 electrons counted
Table 1, arethe sevensubdivisions
into whichthe during passagethroughthe outer trapping zone
(65.0ø < A < 68.5ø) and wasthereforeignored.
data were sorted.
In bin 4, particlesseemto be arriving at latiDATA ANALYSIS
tudes well below the cutoff of 71.5ø. I-Iowever,
To locate the boundarybetweenthe allowed theseare most likely contaminationfrom parand forbiddenregions('cosmic-raycutoff', or ticles in the approximate energy range from 8
show that

this source of contamination was
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Fig. 2. Calibrated channelnumber versusthresholdenergy responseof the D1 pulseheightanalyzerfor protonsand • particles.The numberedbracketsshowthe energybins into
which the analyzed protons were classified.
to 9.3 Mev.

The resolution function of D1 in

this range is nearly Gaussian (FWItM 20%),
and thus there is a smallprobabilitythat these
particleswill have energylossescorresponding
to bin 4. This distribution is due primarily to
fluctuationsin energylossin D1, and to spatial
variationsin the depletiondepth of that de-

fina! definition of the cutoff. Were we in doubt

for a particularpass,we excludedeither the
involved energybins or the entire pass.

For the higher-energy
bins,the majorlimitation to the precision
with whichthe cutoffcould
be determined was statistical. Though we se-

lectedonly passesin whichthe flux of protons

between 1.2 and 39 Mev was greater than 1
In the scatterplot of Figure 3, there is alsoa protoncm-' ster-• sec
-•, the higher-energy
bins
hint of spatialstructureof the flux at and above often had so low a rate that statistical fluctuathe cutoff. In someorbits, this was much more tions led to imprecisedeterminationof the
pronounced
than it is here, and occasionally
it cutoff.
Because the readout rate of the instrument was
causedsomedifficulty in the placementof the
cutoff. Structure near the cutoff has also been limited to 3.47 events/sec,it was possiblein
observedeven more clearly by Imho/ e• al. certain specialcasesfor the saturationof this
[1971]. We acknowledge
its presence,but feel readout rate to be confused with the cutoff. We
that it hasnot beena significantproblemin our have consideredthis problemin detail, and find
tector.
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TABLE 1.

Characteristicsof the Energy Subdivisions

Incident
Bin
--

Channel

Mev

4-7
8-12
13-19
20-27
28-44

1.21-1.36
1.36-1.63
1.63-2.05
2.05-2.57
2.57-3.65

Proton Threshold

Mv

Eft. Energy and Rigidity
for dJ/dE = JoE-a
Energy Spectrum
Mev

Mv

--

DiDsDa
1
2
3
4
*

6.73-9.3J'
5

47.7-50.5
50.5-55.3
55.3-62.0
62.0-69.5
69.5-82.8

1.28
1.49
1.82
2.29
3.05

49.0
52.9
58.5
65.6
75.7

113. -132.

7.88

45-72

3.65-6.73

82.8-113.

4.88

122.

18-29
8-17

9.3•-16.4

132. -176.

12.2

152.

16.4-38.6

176.

24.4

215.

95.8

DiDs/•a
6
7

-272.

* Becauseof double-valuedrange, this channelinterval was neither assigneda bin number nor was it
utilized in further analysis.
• Determined by thresholdof Ds discriminator,not by pulse-heightanalyzer.

data toward finding a meansof organizingthem
better. Sincewe wish to compareour data with
trajectory calculationsmade in a static field, the
data in the arrays describedabove were the
result of passesinitially selected for having
D•, Ds,andD•DsD•.Thusweknewtheequivalent Kp < 1'. Figure 4 displaysthese data for 1.8
of the 'normalization' constant as a function of
Mev. In this figure, and in subsequentfigures
time for the probabilitythat an event in a given similar to it, each point representsthe cutoff
bin would be selected for readout. In the vast
position for a single pass. Unfortunately, for
majority of the passes,suchinformationallowed this particular satellite and epoch,such a reus to obtain the actual geomagneticcutoff.How- quirement on Kp resulted in a scarcity of data
ever, occasionally
thesesaturationeffectscould between 1300 and 1500 MET.
In order to determine whether the scatter in
not be unambiguouslyeliminated, and these
affecteddata pointswereexcludedfrom further the data arose from inaccurateA-MET mapping, different field models were used for the
analysis.
For eachpasssatisfyingthe abovecriteria,a mapping. However, with the data set selected
cutofftime (UT) for as many as sevendifferent only on the basis of K, < 1+, little reduction
energybinswas obtained.Interpolationof atti- in scatter was achieved,indicatingthat other
tude and orbit informationto this time provided sources of cutoff variation dominated. The
each cutoff in each energy bin with an array scatter was significantly reduced, however, by
of information representingthe position and restrictingthe data to thosepassesthat met the
orientation of the spacecraft at that cutoff. followingtwo criteria: (1) The passwas preThese arrays were used in subsequentanalysis. ceded by at least 6 hours of constant,known
As an example,for a given time, satellitelati- sector direction; and (2) K, _< 2- for at least
tude, longitude,and height,we couldthen cal- 6 hours before and after the observation.
culatethe invariant latitude, MET, or the angle
Such criteria, with the limited data sample
of the magneticfield relative to the instrument, we have, shouldbe interpretedonly as repreusing differentgeomagneticfield models.Simi- sentinga correlationbetweentheseparameters
that affect
larly, we couldobtainthe dipoleorientationrela- and the unknown physicalprocesses
tive to the sun-earth line.
the cutoff. Although the application of these
We directed all our further efforts with these
criteria to a larger data set is necessaryto
that in the absence of rate information in all bins

it would not have been possibleto eliminate
readoutsaturationas a problemin a specificbin.
However,we did have the apparentrates in all
bins; furthermore,we had rate informationfor
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Fig. 3. Pulse-height-analyzer
and satellite-position
data for the cutoff region on orbit
6312north.Eachanalyzedeventreadout by the spacecraft
is plottedasa pointeorrespønding
to the appropriatechannelnumber,logic group,and time of occurrence.
The curvesin the
upper part representcumulative counts for their respectivebins. The numbers in circlesare

the bin numbers,the sameas thoseshownon Figure 2 and in Table 1. The cutofflatitude is
indicatedby an arrow.

determine
their generalvalidity,their applica-

and local time the abseissa. Parts d and e of

tion to the presentdata did producea subset
that demonstrated
a dependence
on the magneticfieldmodel,aswasexpected.
Figure5 represents
samplesof variousmappingsusedon this subsetof 160 passes.
In each

this figuredisplaythe bestorganization.
For the
model with a tail field [Williams and Mead,
1965], variation of the relevantparametershad
someeffect,but no modelimprovedthe quality
of the mappingoverthat achievedby the com-

of the parts of Figure 5, invariant latitude of

bined GSFC 1966 internal and the Mead ex-

the cutofffor 1.8-Mevprotonsis the ordinate, ternal field. Therefore,we chosethis geomag-
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are plotted in each of the five sections.
at A ~ 70ø, with arms differenceof ~0.5 hour.

The

Mead

external field and the Williams-

Mead tail field producean additionalsystematic differenceof approximately--0.5 hour at
0600 MLT

and +0.5 hour at 1800 MLT

and

less at other times.

All further efforts toward organizationdid
not improveon that represented
in Figure 5d

The only changesbetween sectionsare changes
in the definition of local time and the field model
in which invariant latitude and local time are

calculated.The cutoffscalculatedby Smart et al.
[1969] are shownby the dashedlines.No attempt
has been made to map their results to the field
and local

time

under

consideration.

The

solid

curves are fits to the data.

and re, despitethe fact that for any givenpass, often seemedto lie alonga meanline in A-MET
particularly on the nightside,the cutoff could space,their scatterbeingtypically0.2ø latitude.
be determined
to within a fewtenthsof a degree However,if we combinedmany passes
together
invariantlatitude.Moreover,for multiplepasses as we have donein Figure5, the spreadof the
within a few hours of each other, the cutoffs data was ~ 1ø-2ø.
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Attempts to treat this spreadingas fluctua- 50% alsoproduced
no significant
change.Theretions about somemean curve in A-MET space fore, we find it unlikely that this scatter is
yieldedno significantcorrelationwith the satel- causedby mappingproblemsof a staticfield.
lite height or magneticfield. Thus we conclude
In a preliminarystudy,we did find that the
that these variations were not due to variations
cutoffwas relatedto Kp, as have other investiin shadowingby the earth, mirroring effectsat gators [Paulikas et al., 1970; Imho• et al.,
differentvaluesof the magneticfield, or varia- 1971]. During times of high Kp, the cutoff
tions in the fraction of the detector geometry was often, thoughnot always,lower than our
availableto particlesof a given pitch angle.
averagequiet-timevalue by as much as 2ø or
One other possibleexplanationconsidered
was 3 ø. That was the reason for our initial restricthat somehow these variations were introduced
tion to data taken during times when K• • 1'.
by our definitionof the cutoff. As a check,we However,with this restriction,we couldobtain
consideredonly those passesin which there no further significantcorrelationbetweenKp
were no ambiguouscutoffsdue to flux structure and cutoff latitude. Similarly, we were unable
near the cutoff, and further, only those passes to correlateour quiet-timecutoffdata with DST
where the statistics were also definitely good or with the time derivative of DST, at least not
enoughto locate the cutoff to well within 0.2ø. in a simplemanner.This remainedthe case
Even this did not producea significantchange eventhoughwe introducedrelativetime shifts
in the spread.
of up to 15 hoursin eitherdirection.
Similarly,with the field modelused,we could
As a meansof summarizingour data, we have
obtain no significant correlation between the fit either one of two functional forms to the data
deviations from a mean A-MET curve and (1)
in A-MET space.For energies
lessthan 10 Mev,
universaltime, (2) dipolelongitude,or (3) the this function was
anglebetweenthe sun-earthline and the dipole

A = A -{- B cos(MET.•r/12)

axis. From 3 we conclude that the wobble of the

dipole relative to the solar-windvelocity direc-

-{- C sin (MET.•r/12)

tion causes residual variations of less than 0.5 ø

-]- D cos(MET.•r/O)

when averagedover severalhoursof local time,
which

is consistent

with

the

calculations

of

-]- E sin(MET.•r/6)
(1)
Burch [1971]. From i and 2 we infer that the
For energies
above10 Mev, we fit the shape
field model is generally correct. Although we
cannot unequivocally rule out the possibility calculatedby S•nart ½ta/. [1969] minusa conthat the scatter in the data is still a mapping stant:
effect, addition of the next most obviousimA- •Smar½
-- A
(2)
provementto the field model, a current sheet
The valuesfor the parametersare givenin
in the tail, did not help. Altering the higherTable 2. Use of two frequenciesin MET space
order coefficientsin the Mead external field by
TABLE

2.

Parameters for the Functions Fitted to the Data

Constant, deg

Effective Energy,

Function Fit to

Mev

Data

A

B

C

D

E

I
I
I
I
I

68.23
68.00
67.84
67.53
66.77

--3.12
--3.01
-2.95
-2.77
-2.30

0.71
0.61
0.57
0.65
0.28

0.17
0.25
0.34
0.36
0.60

-0.55
--0.48
--0.47
-0.46
--0.30

2
2

3.03
2.38

1.28
1.49
1.82
2.29
4.88
12.2
24.4

Function 1: A -- A + B cos (MET.•r/12)

+ C sin (MET-•r/12)

E sin (MET. •r/6).
Function 2: A = curve of Smart et al. [1969] minus A.

+ D cos (MET.•r/6)

+
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with the numerical calculations. For the sake of

provided a better fit than did one. However,
goingto higherharmonicsin MET providedno
significant improvement.Above 10 Mev the
organizationof the data was too poor to justify

clarity, we have not shown data from other
experiments.However, we want to mention
particularly the resultsof Imho)• et al. [1971].
Their data for 2-Mev proton cutoffs extrapolated to Kp ---- 0 agree quite well with ours.
As for the models, Taylor's is in best agreement on the nightside,whereasthe calculations
of Smart et al. [1969] give a shape for the
cutoff in A-MET space that more closelyapproximates the one observed. Both calculations predict cutoffs at considerablyhigher
latitudesthan that observedboth in this experiment and earlier work [Stone, 1964; Quenby,
1969; Flindt, 1970; McDiarmid et al., 1971;
Imho• et al., 1971; and Masley et al., 1971].
Such discrepancieshave been attributed to
some sort of diffusionof the particles inward
acrossL shellsby Lanzerotti [1968], Paulikas
and Blake [1969], Williamsand Bostrom[1969],

anythingmorecomplexthan merelyshiftingthe
Smart et al. [1969] curves.
D•scuss•ox

From these data we have reached the follow-

ing two conclusions:
first, the observedcutoffs
lie 30-5ø below the theoreticalvalues,suggesting that the field model or trajectory calculations need revision;second,even during 'undisturbed' times, there are temporal variationsin
the field that are capableof producingchanges
in the cutoffof up to about 2ø. We were unable
to find any phenomenonthat correlatedwith
these temporal variations.
Figure 6 displaysthe final form of the data
and provides a comparisonof the observations
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This is not real.
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Our secondconclusion
is that, althoughthere
Paulikas et al. [1970], Quenby [1969], and
Imhof et al. [1971]. Quenby [1969] estimated are significanttemporal changesin the field
the magnitudeof this inward diffusionand con- over a 24-hour period, the changesare monocluded that it was consistent with the data
tonic and smoothfor periodsof hours. Eviavailable then.
dence for this is that often for a period of a
However, net diffusive transport implies a few hoursmultiple passeswould displaya scatgradient, and thus, if this mechanismis to ter of about 0.2 ø about a mean curve in A-MET
explain the discrepancy,we should observea space.
Figure 7 providesfurther support for the
gradually decreasingflux as the satellite proceedsto latitudes below the predicted cutoffs. interpretation that the cutoff fluctuationsare
but are temporal
This we do not see,nor do Imho] et al. [1971]. not measurementinaccuracies,
What we do observeis a nearly uniform flux variations occurringsimultaneouslyfor all lowfor severaldegreesbelow the predictedvalue, energyintervals.The lower part of this figure
and then a cutoff that takes place in much less presentsthe same data shown in Figure 6,
than 1ø. Our typical cutoff widths of 0.2ø are exceptthat the invariant latitude for eachpass
actually commensuratewith the proton gyro- has been altered before plotting. This alteraradius at the surface of the earth for these
tion consistedof subtractingfrom the measured
cutofflatitude the deviationof the correspondenergies.
It shouldalsobe pointedout that in no other ing 1.8-Mev cutoff from the mean curve for
regionin the vicinity of the earth is the low- 1.8-Mev protons.Passesfor which there was no
energyprotonflux any greaterthan it is in this 1.8-Mev cutoff observed were not included. In
region of discrepancy,either inside [Evans, contrast, the upper part reproducesthe un1971; Paulikaset al., 1970; Blake et al., 1968; altered 2.3-Mev data from Figure 6. Similar
Williamsand Bostrom,1969; McDiarmid and adjustmentsof the cutoffsfor energiesbelow
Burrows, 1969], or outside [Krimigis et al., 2.6 Mev also result in considerably reduced
1969; Van Allen et al., 1971] the magnetosphere.This,too,is hardto reconcile
with simple
>20
diffusionas an explanation.
/// o o Oo
oo
X 2.3MeV
Another discrepancywith the predictionsis <[ 72•
that our four low-energyintervalshave a maxi-
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mum cutoff latitude at 1100 hours MET,
whereasfor the corresponding
energyin Smart
et al. [1969] thesemaximumsoccurnear 1300
local time. Furthermore, between 1800 and 2400
MET our observationsshow less of a dependence on local time than

do their
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calculations

and extrapolations.Neither mappingour results • 68
%o
in local time rather than MET, nor usinga tail
field, significantlyalters any of these discrepancies.We feel, therefore,that the predictions
0
6
12
18
24
need refining.
MAGNETIC EQUATORIAL TIME (hours)
Usinga morerealisticinner boundaryfor the
•i•. I. •
i, t•i• fi•ure are for the •.3-Mev
tail, one that more closelyfollowedan L shell
rather than a straight line, might conceivably cutoffs.•e upper pa• is the same as the •.a-Mev

help. It may also be necessary
to modify the
daysidefield.A maximumcutofflatitudeat 1100
MET is suggestivelysimilar to the symmetry
plane observedat about 1000 local time in
studiesof trapped and precipitatingparticles.
One possibleorigin for this effect in the behavior of daysideaurorais discussed
by Forbes
and Speiser [1971].

sectiou iu •i•re

6, whereas the lower par• repre-

sents a subse• of the da•a

iu the lower

ha•.

•his subse%•he iuvarian• latitude for each
was altered before plottin• by •btraotina
quautity equal to •he difference betweeu the 1.8Mev cutoff latitude observed in tha• p•s
the fi•ted

curve for the 1.8-Mev

co•espondi•

cutoffs. If

1.8-Mev point was available, the

passwasuot plotted.The dashedcurvesrepresen•
•he oalculatious of S•az•

e• al. [1969].
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in the fieldwith periodsbetween
scatter,whereas
abovethat energythe reduction to slowchanges
is not nearly so marked,primarily becauseof a few hours and a day. We concludethat the

Thus, at least for energiesbelow2.6 Mev, the

sourceof these temporal variationslies relatively closeto the earth, but beyondthe ring

time variations in the cutoff latitudes are nearly

currents.

the statistical limitations of the lower fluxes.

identical.
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